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Introduction

2020 was an extraordinary year for tax administration in Shanghai. Facing increasingly 
complex and severe situation inflicted by the epidemic, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service of 
the State Taxation Administration (hereinafter referred to as Shanghai Municipal Tax Ser-
vice), in accordance with the arrangements and requirements of the CPC Central Commit-
tee, the State Council, the State Taxation Administration, the CPC Shanghai Committee and 
Shanghai Municipal People’s Government, and focusing on ensuring stability on six fronts 
and security in six areas*, enforced tax and fee cuts, mobilized tax revenue, optimized tax 
doing-business environment, and enhanced effectiveness of tax governance in a coordi-
nated and comprehensive manner. In the ongoing pursuit of better business environment, 
Shanghai Municipal Tax Service made great strides towards the goal of tax modernization 
in the new era by forging ahead and overcoming difficulties, serving the overall interests 
while pursuing self-innovation, contributing taxation wisdom and strength to the remark-
able achievements of Shanghai’s development in the 13th Five-Year Plan period.

2021 represents the starting year of the 14th Five-Year Plan period, and a pivotal year 
to initiate a new journey for tax modernization in Shanghai. Shanghai Municipal Tax 
Service will consolidate and expand outcomes of tax and fee cuts, take the initiative to 
align local efforts with national development strategies, continue to provide meticulous 
taxpayer service, carry out targeted tax enforcement, implement proper and precise tax 
regulation, and promote integrated tax governance in good faith. Striving to be a pioneer 
in tax reform and innovation, we will work for a head start and fresh progress in the new 
stage of tax modernization by delivering special accomplishments and assuming special 
responsibilities, so as to create a new miracle of Shanghai’s development, ensure a good 
start of the 14th Five-Year Plan, and to celebrate th e centenary of the founding of the 
Communist Party of China with excellent achievements.

 
Ma Zhengwen 

Director-General of Shanghai Municipal Tax Service,  
State Taxation Administration 

March 2021

* The six fronts refer to employment, the financial sector, foreign trade, foreign investment, domestic investment, 
and expectations. The six areas refer to job security, basic living needs, operations of market entities, food and 
energy security, stable industrial and supply chains, and the normal functioning of primary-level governments.
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Tax Doing-Business Environment 
in Shanghai 2020 Chronicle of Events

January March May August December

February April July November

Implemented 17 ad-
ministrative service 
measures to support 
the development of 
the Lin-gang Spe-
cial Area of Shang-
hai Pilot Free Trade 
Zone

Released White Paper on Tax Do-
ing-Business Environment in Shang-
hai 2019, which summarized major 
measures and outcomes of Shanghai 
in optimizing tax doing-business en-
vironment in 2019

Launched a public service platform 
for electronic VAT invoice (optimized 
version), enabling newly registered 
taxpayers to get a free-of-charge tax 
Ukey for invoice issuance

Issued List of Whole-Process Online 
Services (Second Batch), covering 
240 tax-related affairs in total

The pilot project of “refund 
as you buy” for overseas 
passengers was furthered, 
convenient services such 
as centralized tax refund 
processing and exclusive 
business mailboxes were 
launched

Jointly initiated a new pro-
cess of cross-provincial mi-
gration of enterprises in the 
Yangtze River Delta region, 
and Qingpu District realized 
simplification and acceler-
ation of the process for first 
cross-provincial migration 
case nation-wide  

Released the Man-
agement Measures 
for the Qualifica-
tion of Corporate 
Income Tax Incen-
tives for Key In-
dustries in the New 
Lin-gang Area

Participated in the formu-
lation of “Shanghai 28 
Measures”, and provided 
tax policy proposals for 
epidemic containment

Released the first batch of 
List of Whole-Process On-
line Services, covering 201 
items for paying taxes and 
fees

Regulations of Shanghai Municipality on 
Optimizing Doing Business Environment 
was released to promote the implemen-
tation of initiatives such as consolidated 
tax and fee filing and payment, intelligent 
taxation, streamlined taxation information 
and processes, and inter-departmental co-
operation, etc

The 29th Tax Publicity Month was started 
and Taxpayer Service Commitments 2020 
issued

Pioneered the adoption of corporate income tax prepayment 
and comprehensive tax filing covering urban land use tax, 
property tax, land appreciation tax and stamp duty

Jointly formulated “first violation with impunity” list and “one 
visit at most” in the Yangtze River Delta region based on the 
16+10 framework, and set up a unified tax law enforcement 
list system

Held the first offline symposium of Shanghai tax doing-busi-
ness  environment assessors, discussing key issues on the 
agenda of taxpayer service, working mechanisms of assessors, 
performance of the assessors in the earlier stage and other hot 
issues of taxation

The second Smart Tax-
payer Service Hall in 
Shanghai - the Smart 
Taxpayer Service Hall 
of Fengxian District Tax 
Service started its trial 
operation

The intelligent analysis 
platform for taxpayer 
service (Phase I) was 
built

Implemented electronic VAT special invoices for new taxpayers 
as the second batch of pilot areas in China

The e-Tax Office launched the function of precise prompting for 
the refund of excess input VAT, and automatically pushed policy 
accessibility reminder to taxpayers who meet the conditions for 
the refund of excess input VAT credits

Further launched  10 tax administration and taxpayer service 
measures to support the development of the new Lin-gang Area

Jointly issued the Work Plan for the Cross-Provincial Handling 
of Businesses in the Yangtze River Delta Region, which formu-
lated a list of matters to be handled in the Yangtze River Delta 
Region, and established a mechanism for handling matters 
across provinces (municipalities)

Chronicle of Events
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Profile of Tax Doing-Business Environment 
in Shanghai

In recent years, in the face of various challenges 
such as the complex international landscape, the 
arduous tasks of promoting reform and devel-
opment while maintaing stability, especially the 
serious shock of the epidemic in 2020, China has 
continued to benchmark against the international 
top standard while embarking on the course of 
self-reform and self-improvement to open up in-
novative business environment optimization path 
with reform initiatives and pilot projects, thus 
providing Chinese insights to build a stable, fair, 
transparent and predictable business environment.

While hammering away at various initiatives 
with persistence, Shanghai Municipal Tax Ser-
vice has served major national strategies to the 
full, focused on improving governance effective-
ness and advanced tax system reform in an or-

Tax Revenues in Shanghai 2016-2020 
(CNY, 100 million)

Mix of Tax Revenues in Shanghai 2020

cio-economic development in Shanghai’s, and make positive contributions to the continuous improve-
ment of Shanghai’s capacity and core competitiveness.

In 2020, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service collected a total of 1,431.37 billion yuan in tax and fee reve-
nues, including 1,305.27 billion yuan in tax revenues, providing stable and reliable financial support for 
social and economic development, further reforms and people’s livelihoods.derly manner. With concerted efforts of Shang-

hai tax officials, the scale of tax and fee cuts 
in Shanghai has been expanded year by year, 
service delivery has been notably enhanced, tax 
doing-business environment has been optimized 
year by year, and the comprehensive ranking of 
taxpayer satisfaction has entered top 10 in Chi-
na for 3 consecutive years. In 2020, to ensure 
stability and security in the six fields, Shanghai 
Municipal Tax Service, by integrating epidemic 
control and high-quality development measures 
and targeting at major difficulties and challenges 
facing market entities, pushed forward quality 
and convenient taxpayer and feepayer services 
with IT-based and intelligent practices, endeav-
ored to ease tax doing-business  environment 
and elevate tax governance efficacy, in an ef-
fort to promote sustained, stable and sound so-
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Comprehensive implementation of tax doing-
business  environment reform proved to be effective

In 2020, in deepening the reform of Streamlining Administration, Delegating Power, Strengthening Regula-
tion and Improving Service, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service accelerated the creation of a market-oriented, 
law-based and international business environment, to boost high-quality development of regional economy. 
With a problem- and demand-oriented mind, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service focused on major issues and 
key links of tax doing-business  environment about which the taxpayers have great concern. It actively inno-
vated taxpayer service and introduced a myriad of effective measures to lessen frequency of filing, shorten 
the number of tax payment and improve taxpayer experience of tax handling, so as to consolidate and build 
on what have been achieved in improving tax doing-business  environment on an on-going basis.

Supporting epidemic control and economic growth

Honors of Shanghai Municipal Tax Service in 2020

5 offices won collective 
honor at provincial and minis-
terial level and above

7 people won individual 
honors at provincial and minis-
terial level or above

Comprehensive score ranked top 10 in China 
for three consecutive years in the national taxpayer satisfac-
tion survey

Implemented various fiscal and taxation 
supporting policies

The new tax and fee incentives to coordi-
nate epidemic control

Leveraged technology such as big data and cloud platform to vigorously promote 
“non-contact” taxation, and actively helped enterprises to resume production.

Online 
Services

Appoint-
ment 
Services

Online 
Counseling

Mail 
Services

Serving major national strategies

Properly reducing the number of tax payment

In 2020, there were 1,180,900 tax returns comprehensively filed,  
involving 43.566 billion yuan in taxes.

Shanghai FTZ

Administrative 
service 

initiatives

Worked hard to reduce the 
number of tax payment to 3

4 times fewer than 2018

One statement

One payment

One filing

One voucher
89%
favorable rating of enterprises

In 2020, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service, in pursuing Shanghai free trade zone (hereafter re-
ferred to as FTZ) growth and Yangtze River Delta (hereafter referred to ad YRD) integration, 
actively engaged in economic and social development by enhancing tax governance capacity and 
service delivery and optimizing tax doing-business environment.

Took the initiative to introduce corporate income tax prepayment and comprehensive filing of 
urban land use tax, property tax, land appreciation tax and stamp duty.

“16+10”
Tax integration in the  

Yangtze River Delta region

Service 
community

Admin-
istration 

community

Infor-
mation 

community

by 20.29  
billion yuan in 2020

Additional tax and 
fee cuts 

A list of cross-provincial businesses handling in the 
YRD region

A list of first violation with impunity in the YRD region

A list of “one visit at most” in the YRD region

Unified standards for the exercise of discretionary  
powers on tax administrative penalties

Piloting “no declaration without tax and invoice”

Piloting jurisdictional administration of producer branches
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Continuously releasing effects of tax and fee reductions

Implemented tax and fee cuts policies to help businesses, especially small and micro ones pull 
through, in an effort to ensure stability and security.

The Survey on Optimizing Shanghai's Tax Doing-Business Environment in 2020 (herein-
after referred to as "2020 Survey") showed:

Earnestly shortening tax compliance time by enterprises

Continuously improving Integrated Online Platform service

Explored innovative and smart tax handling

Optimizing the functional modules of the e-Tax Office

Effectively shorten 
the time for 
enterprises  
to pay taxes  

and fees

Representing 
an increase of 

30%  
in 2019

Nearly 80%

small and micro  
enterprises spent no 
more than 80 hours 

in total to file and pay 
taxes in the year

In 2020, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service reduced

57.23 billion yuan of taxes and fees

Taxes collected by tax  
authorities

Non-tax revenue collected  
by tax authorities

Fully enhancing the tax experience of market players

01

02

03

Further upgraded the function of taxpayer service 
halls, increased services and efficiency, and tax-
payers satisfaction with the taxpayer service halls.

Vigorously promoted data sharing among relevant departments, one-window ac-
cess for businesses and online real estate registration, and expanded the scope of 
"bank and tax interaction".

Improved the social supervision and evaluation system, launched the brand project 
of tax doing-business  environment assessors, issued Taxpayer Service Commit-
ments 2020, and welcomed supervision from all walks of life with an open mind, 
to jointly create a first-class tax doing-business  environment in Shanghai.

Post-filling procedures optimization

• In 2020, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service kept on promoting the online corrective filing 
function and fully implemented the excess input VAT refund regime;

• Introduced convenient service measures such as speedy handling, online processing, and 
optimized export refund service.

94%  satisfac-
tion with the tax-
payer service halls

97%
satisfaction of 
taxpayers

verification shall be complet-
ed on the second workday 
after the pre-application

unified submission, 
one-day approval, 
same-day pickup

According to the result survey in 2020

415,000
Taxpayers chose to use the  

online corrective filing  
function for the year

21%An increase from 2019 81%The online application  
rate of VAT refund

5 hours

1 weeks

The average time required  
to apply for the refund of  

excess input VAT

The average time for  
receiving refund

B
y 

m
ea

ns
 o

f 

one-window  
access

“bank and  
tax interaction”

online real estate  
registration
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Going Forward

To implement decisions and deployments of the CPC Central Committee and the State Council to op-
timize business environment, Shanghai published the Regulations on Optimizing Doing Business Envi-
ronment in Shanghai in April 2020, based on the Regulations on Optimizing Doing Business Environ-
ment released by the State Council. These regulations specify basic principles and reform directions for 
upgrading doing business environment in consideration of the realities in Shanghai.

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service will continue to benchmark against the highest and best standards, 
give full play to its taxation function, pay attention to high-quality growth, carry out the Regulations on 
Optimizing Doing Business Environment, fully deepen the reform to streamline the government, dele-
gate power, and improve government services, and strive to create a better tax doing-business environ-
ment for investors and entrepreneurs.

Advancing tax reform: 

Focus on law-based taxation and deepen tax reform. Fully serve major national strategies, 
strengthen synergy and interaction to contributing to building a new development paradigm. 
Actively explore tax system innovation and form a tax system which is internationally and do-
mestically competitive.

Reducing cost:

In the process of ensuring stability and containing epidemic, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service 
will fully and effectively implement tax and fee cut policy measures of the central and local 
government, and reinforce precise governance for new business models and patterns.

Improving service:

Work to enable comprehensive and pre-filled filing of more taxes and fees, and increase the use 
of AI, big data and cloud computing in taxpayer service, and promote the building of a smart 
service management system. Deepen integration of online, offline and cross-departmental gov-
ernment service, and provide innovative, tailored tax-related service to enterprises according to 
their categories and levels.

Enhancing governance efficiency: 

Accelerate transformation to digitalized taxation, increase tax governance efficiency by upgrading 
tax administration system and optimizing enforcement approaches, push forward targeted enforce-
ment, meticulous service, accurate monitoring, and sincere co-governance, significantly increase 
compliance and satisfaction level, and significantly decrease administration and compliance costs.

Fighting the Epidemic to Promote 
Economic Development1

1 Notice of Shanghai Municipal People's Government on Issuing Several Policies and Measures for Fully Controlling the Epidemic 
Situation and Supporting the Smooth and Healthy Development of Service Enterprises in Shanghai, SMPGD2020No.3

Since the outbreak of COVID-19, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service has actively implemented plans of 
the CPC Central Committee, the State Council and the State Taxation Administration, strictly fulfilled 
requirements of the CPC Shanghai Committee and Shanghai Municipal Peoples Government, and con-
centrated efforts to fight the battle of epidemic prevention and control. On the one hand, the Shanghai 
Municipal Tax Service enforced various tax incentives in the time of epidemic outbreak to effectively 
reduce the burden of enterprises; on the other hand, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service offered targeted 
services and promoted non-contact services by leveraging technologies such as big data and cloud plat-
form, thus contributing to the winning of epidemic containment.

Fully guaranteeing the production and operation of key enterprises

In accordance with decisions and plans of the CPC Central Committee, the State Council and the State 
Taxation Administration, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service actively carried out policy researches and 
put forward policy proposals on taxation support for epidemic prevention and control at the earliest 
time, which were basically incorporated into Shanghai 28 Measures1 and released for implementation. 
In terms of policy enforcement, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service strictly provided fiscal and taxation 
support for key enterprises and materials of epidemic prevention, ensured the smooth production and 
operation of enterprises, and achieved remarkable results.

Production and operation of enterprises achieved remarkable results

1

2
In 2020, 4,451.42  

million yuan of VAT 
was exempted

VAT was exempted from the income of taxpayers 
from the transportation of key materials for epi-
demic prevention and control, and the provision of 
public transportation services and living services, 
as well as the provision of courier delivery ser-
vices for essential living materials for residents. 

Key enterprises producing materials for epidemic 
prevention and control purchasing new equipment 
to expand their production capacity were allowed 
a one-time deduction before income tax

A full refund of the excess input VAT credits
Totaled 259.33 
million yuan

Deduction before in-
come tax amounted to 

73.31 million yuan

Achievements
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Case: Songjiang District Tax Service offered services to boost production of 
enterprises in the time of epidemic

The CPC members of Songjiang District Tax Service, while performing their duties,  took the initiative 
to establish task forces at the branch level to support epidemic prevention and control. On the one hand, 
they actviely provided services to key enterprises producing anti-epidemic materials such as masks, dis-
infectants, anti-viral drugs and medical equipment, and provided one-on-one targeted policy interpre-
tation and counseling through online channels such as WeChat and telephone, so that those enterprises 
could concentrate on production without worries. On the other hand, they conducted online researches 
on enterprises within their jurisdiction that were severely affected by the epidemic on a one-by-one basis 
through close contact and follow-up services. They helped enterpises get access to the remote tax service 
channels and claim tax incentives, ensured still more efficient and quality services during epidemic pre-
vention and control period, supporting enterprises to resume production in an orderly manner and contrib-
uting to the battle against the epidemic.

Precisely supporting the resumption of work and production in 
diverse enterprises

1. Reducing enterprises' operation costs

The epidemic outbreak inflicted difficulties in production and operation on many enterprises, especial-
ly small and medium-sized ones. Based on relevant national policies and the requirements of the CPC 
Shanghai Committee and Shanghai Municipal People’s Government, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service 
timely launched a series of tax relief and deferral policies to ease the pressure of enterprises’ cash flow 
and support diverse enterprises to resume work and production.

2. Promoting non-contact services

In order to better serve taxpayers during the epidemic, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service has made another 
practical move in tax payment service and actively expanded the non-contact service channels. Through a 
series of measures such as online services and mail services for tax-related matters, appointment services 
for matters that require physical presence of taxpayers at service halls, and online counseling for policy 
consultation, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service not only ensured health and safety of taxpayers during the 
epidemic, but also facilitated their payment of taxes and fees to the maximum extent.

Production and operation of enterprises achieved remarkable results (cont.)

Achievements

3

4

Totaled 22.31 million 
yuan throughout the year

Materials donated for epidemic prevention and 
control were exempted from VAT and consump-
tion tax

Benefited 2,927  
enterprises, with deductions 

amounting to 2.2  
billion yuan

Donations for epidemic prevention and control 
were allowed full deduction before income tax

Reduction and  
exemption of taxes  

and fees

Extension of loss  
carry-forward  

period

Deferred payment of 
income tax for small 

and micro-sized  
enterprises

Extension of filing

Enterprises whose properties had been expropriated by the government in an emergency or 
who took the initiative to reduce rent for tenants were subject to reduction or exemption of 
property tax and urban land use tax; these enterpreise are also exempted from the develop-
ment fees for cultural undertakings for 2020.

Taxpayers could apply for extension of filing and tax payment in accordance with laws. 
For enterprises with difficulties in filing or paying taxes due to the epidemic, their applica-
tion for extension of filing or deferral of payment should be approved in a timely manner 
in accordance with laws. Taxpayers who filed or submitted relevant information later than 
prescribed due to the epidemic should be exempted from administrative penalties and their 
relevant records should not be included in the tax credit evaluation.

Maximum loss carry-forward period was extended to 8 years for the sectors including film, 
transportation, catering and tourism.

Small and micro-sized enterprises could defer the payment of corporate income tax for the 
current period until the first filing period in 2021 after making prepayment declaration as 
required in the remaining filing period in 2020.

In 2020, reductions of property tax 
and urban land use tax in the time 
of epidemic containment totaled 

approximately 

701 million yuan

In 2020, 182,200 small and micro 
enterprises enjoyed deferral of tax 

payment, with a deferred tax payment 
of  

2,404 million yuan

In 2020, exemption on development 
fees for cultural undertakings  

amounted to  

992 million yuan

Results of the 2020 survey show that  

100%  
of the surveyed companies have 
benefited from tax incentives to 

varying degrees
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 Online services

• Shanghai Municipal Tax Service has in total offered whole-process online handling of 
296 tax-related items.

• As many as 97% tax-related matters were processed online and more than 99% tax 
returns were filed online.

• Taxpayer satisfaction reached 99%.

Mail services

• Invoices, documents or certificates were generated online and mailed free of charge to 
taxpayers.

• Non-immediate items that required physical presence of taxpayers in service halls 
were first recorded for processing, and the results were then mailed free of charge to 
them.

• In 2020, 70% invoices were generated and received online, 20% increase from 2019.
• Taxpayer satisfaction reached 91%.

Appointment services

• Appointment services for tax/fee-related matters were launched in all taxpayer service 
halls across Shanghai.

• Taxpayers could make appointments via the WeChat public account of Shanghai Municipal Tax 
Service and e-Tax Office, and choose taxpayer service halls, matters, dates and time periods.

• Taxpayer satisfaction reached 82%.

Online counseling

• 24-hour intelligent counseling were availbale via internet, mobile and hotline.
• In 2020, the average daily intelligent counseling accounted for 50.33% of the total 

consultation, and the connection rate exceeded 99%.

3. Expanding the applications of tax-related big data

Since the outbreak of the epidemic, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service has made full use of the long-term 
accumulated taxation data to further tap the potential of existing data resources, explore data values and ex-
pand data applications, so as to press the fast forward button for enterprises to resume work and production.

• Serving the scientific decision-making of the CPC Shanghai Committee and Shanghai Mu-
nicipal People’s Government: Shanghai Municipal Tax Service made 46 special analysis reports 
based on tax-related big data, providing reliable data support for objectively assessing the impact 
of the epidemic and the actual effects of measures to boost local economy such as the May 5th 
Shopping Carnival.

• Connecting industrial supply chains: Leveraging VAT invoice data, Shanghai Municipal Tax Ser-
vice took the initiative to provide enterprises with expanded services including matching upstream 
and downstream enterprises in the supply chain and helping enterprises in difficulty to obtain fi-
nancial assistance.

• Precisely locating potential taxpayers for tax incentives: Through analysis of tax-related big data, 
Shanghai Municipal Tax Service proactively pushed tax incentives and handling tips to taxpayers in a 
timely manner via WeChat, SMS, etc. to ensure that their tax incentives were fully enjoyed.

• Providing accurate counseling and policy pushing based on interdepartmental data collabo-
ration: Interdepartmental data exchange facilitated access to the list of enterprises producing key 
materials, offering free rent, and transporting materials for epidemic prevention and control, as 
well as the hospitals undertaking tasks of epidemic prevention and control, etc., Shanghai Munic-
ipal Tax Service therefore was able to carry out targeted and meticulous policy counseling and ac-
curate pushing.

Interview with assessors of tax  
doing-business environment

During the epidemic, the Shanghai tax authority leveraged big data 
to precisely identify enterprises’ difficulties in resuming production 
and financing, pushed incentives at the earliest time, and promptly 
introduced a package of supporting policies to promote the imple-
mentation of tax policies in response to the epidemic. As a result, 
taxpayers felt the warmth of mutual help and enterprises boosted 
their confidence. At the same time, the non-contact service made it 
easier for taxpayers to deal with their tax-related issues including 
counseling, invoicing, declaration and making payment without leav-
ing their homes, so that they feel safe and relieved.

Shanghai Municipal Tax 
Service, to 310 enterprises 
with difficulties in supply 

and marketing.

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service 
with 32 government departments, 
including Shanghai Municipal 
Development and Reform Com-
mission, Shanghai Municipal 
Commission of Economy and 
Informatization, and the State-
owned Assets Supervision and 
Administration Commission of 
Shanghai Municipality

814  
suppliers

In 2020

matched

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service relied on big data for 
precise analysis of key industries and specific taxpay-
ers, and has screened about 200,000 enterprises across 
the city and pushed information of tax incentives in a 
targeted manner to ensure that policy dividends benefit 
relevant enterprises.

Shared 330 million pieces of 
information

Provided 24,000 enterprises  
with targeted policy counseling 

and pushing service

Reminded 108,000 enterprises  
of the “one-business-one- 

policy” tax incentives
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Serving Major National Strategies2
In 2020, Shanghai tax authority continued to focus on major national strategies, actively devoted to the overall 
economic and social development, implemented tax support measures in a practical and detailed manner, compre-
hensively improved tax governance and tax services, and helped build a new development paradigm to achieve 
high-quality development and promote the continuous optimization of the tax doing-business  environment.

Actively serving the construction of Shanghai Pilot Free Trade Zone (FTZ)

The Shanghai Municipal Tax Service committed itself to the national strategy of the new FTZ, focused 
on promoting the development of key industries such as integrated circuits, artificial intelligence, bio-
medicine and civil aviation, and made every effort to ensure the smooth implementation of income tax 
incentives and other policies. Benchmarking with the best international business environment, Shanghai 
Municipal Tax Service continued exploring pilot programs at an early stage, made innovations in the ad-
ministration model to optimize services, effectively helped enterprises to precisely enjoy the advantages 
of the system and policies in the FTZ, and helped to enhance the development of Shanghai Pilot FTZ.

1. Optimizing taxpayer services in the FTZ

In order to support Shanghai Pilot FTZ to create a more attractive business environment, Shanghai Mu-
nicipal Tax Service actively sought support from the central government and introduced a host of tax in-
centives in the FTZ to provide important support for the development of Shanghai Pilot FTZ, especially 
Lin-gang Special Area. In 2020, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service successively issued 17+102 optimization 
measures of tax administration for serving the FTZ.

A glance at new taxpayer service measures introduced by Lin-gang Special Area:

• No declaration without tax and invoice: Eligible small-scale VAT taxpayers were exempted from 
the declaration of or they can apply for annual declaration of VAT and consumption tax as well as ad-
ditional taxes and fees, and development fees for cultural undertakings.

• Jurisdictional administration of enterprise branches in the city: Jurisdictional administration was 
applied to branches of manufacturing enterprises in the city registered in Lin-gang Special Area, and 
branches could independently receive invoices and declare taxes (fees) other than corporate income 
tax in the area where the branches are incorporated.

Case: Lin-gang piloted services to issue independent invoices to branches of 
manufacturing enterprises

BONTAZ SHANGHAI Co., LTD Lin-gang Branch mainly supplies cooling nozzles, automotive engines 
and other parts to well-known automobile manufacturers such as Volkswagen, BMW and GM.

The head office of BONTAZ SHANGHAI Co., LTD is registered in Minhang District. Before introducing 
the new policy, the branch office in Lin-gang Special Area had to report its needs of invoice to the head 
office who would then go to the local tax office and receive invoice before sending it back to the branch. 
This process was time-consuming, expensive and facing the risk of losing invoices. In addition, the tax 
office did not administer the taxpayer within its jurisdiction, leaving the business in uncertainty about how 
to develop the branch and whether to continue its investment. 

The introduction of the new policy has brought great convenience to the production and operation of the 
branch registered in Lin-gang Special Area. The company’s financial manager, Gao Cong, received a coun-
seling call from the tax authority as soon as the policy was adopted. Gao said, “In the future, the branch can 
receive invoices on its own, making it much easier for us. We will make a big show in Lin-gang!”.

2. Helping to enhance development capacity

Home to the first pilot FTZ in mainland China, Shanghai provides all-round support including tailored 
policies and upgraded service to the FTZ in pursuit of high-quality economic development and industrial 
capacity enhancement. The Shanghai Municipal Tax Service gave full rein to the role of taxation as basis, 
pillar and guarantee, and continuously optimized the tax doing-business  environment in Shanghai FTZ 
through tax incentives for high-tech industries, the pioneering taxation reform, the expansion of the scope 
of tax refund policy for the port of departure, and the reform of tax administrator system, which helped 
Shanghai FTZ make new progress in terms of the major economic indicators and the growth rate.

Investment effects continued to expand

In 2020, the output value of 
high-tech industries in Shanghai 
Pilot Free Trade Zone reached 
290.58 billion yuan, up 6.7% 
over the previous year.

In 2020, the paid-in 
FDI in Shanghai Pilot 
FTZ was 8.44 billion 
U.S. dollars

the total fixed 
asset investment 
of the whole 
society was 
152.49 billion 
yuan

an increase of an increase of

10.5% 44.8%

Key industries were developing vigorously

37.6%
9.5%

2.1%

Automobile manufacturing: up

Electronic information: up 

Biomedicine: up 

over the  
previous year

over the  
previous year

2 Data Source: Notice on Measures of Administrative Services to Support the Development of Lin-gang Special Area of China 
(Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone (Trial) (HSH [2020] No. 2) issued by Shanghai Municipal Tax Service on January 16, 2020.

 Notice on the Trial Implementation of Measures of Administrative Services to Further Support the Development of Lin-gang Special Area of 
China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone (HSH [2020] No. 102) issued by Shanghai Municipal Tax Service on December 31, 2020.
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Promoting the integrated 
high-quality development of 
the Yangtze River Delta

In order to support and serve the integrated de-
velopment of the Yangtze River Delta region 
(hereinafter referred to as the integrated develop-
ment of YRD), the State Taxation Administration 
has launched the 16+103 tax administration ser-
vice measures.

In accordance with the overall plan of the State 
Taxation Administration, Shanghai Municipal 
Tax Service played the leading role in supporting 
integrated development of YRD. It collaborated 
closely with other provincial-level sister tax ser-
vices to ease tax doing-business  environment. 
build a mutually beneficial, unified and open tax-
ation development system in the YRD and build 
the taxation service community, administration 
community and information community focusing 
on key areas and integration. 

1. Facilitating taxpayers tax-related 

business processing

 (1) Building the Yangtze River Delta e-Tax 
Office

Shanghai e-Tax Office has built the Yangtze Riv-
er Delta e-Tax Office with unified interface, busi-
nesses and function standards on the system.

1. Improve the service capacity of tax-related 
big data

2. Expand the application of VAT e-invoices
3. Promote comprehensive filing of five types 

of taxes
4. Explore pre-populated tax returns
5. Simplify the immediate payment and re-

fund process of VAT
6. Expedite the processing of land apprecia-

tion tax incentives
7. Promote the facilitation of foreign ex-

change payments for trade in services
8. Coordinate to manage tax risks
9. Adopt unified standards in enforcing taxa-

tion policies
10. Develop a unified system of tax enforce-

ment list

16+10 measures to build 
the taxation service 

community, administration 
community and 

information community in 
the YRD region

3 Notice on the Measures for Supporting and Serving 
the Integrated Development of the Yangtze River Delta 
Region (SZH [2019] No. 356) issued by the State Taxation 
Administration.

 Notice on the Measures for Further Supporting and Serving 
the Integrated Development of the Yangtze River Delta 
Region (SZH [2020] No. 138) issued by the State Taxation 
Administration.

1. Facilitate the cross-provincial handling of 
businesses for enterprises

2. Facilitate the cross-provincial declaration 
and verification of tax-related matters

3. Facilitate the cross-provincial management 
of property and land tax sources

4. Develop a list of first violation with impu-
nity in the YRD region

5. Develop a list of one visit at most  in the 
YRD region

6. Develop a list of cross-provincial business 
handling

7. Share the dynamic credit ratings
8. Co-recognize tax credit evaluation results
9. Co-push risk alerts
10. Promote intelligent services
11. Implement unified taxation counseling
12. Promoting services for MNEs
13. Adopt unified standards for the exercise of 

discretionary powers on tax administrative 
penalties

14. Expand the scope of tax incentives claimed 
by retaining documents for future exam-
ination rather than going through the re-
cord filing procedure

15. Benchmark to ease tax-doing business en-
vironment

16. Co-conduct tax economic analysis

Record inquiry 
of personal 
income tax 
declaration

Issuance of 
social security 
certificates for 
urban and rural 

residents 

Change of tax 
registration 
information

Real-name 
information 

collection for tax 
preparers

Cross-provincial 
migration of 
enterprises

Cross-provincial 
declaration and 

verification 
of tax-related 

matters

Cross-provincial 
management 

of property and 
land tax sources

 (2) Releasing the list of cross-provincial businesses handling in the YRD region

In December 2020, tax authorities of Shanghai Municipality, Jiangsu Province, Zhejiang Province, Anhui 
Province, and Ningbo Municipality (hereinafter referred to as tax authorities of the three provinces and 
two municipalities) jointly issued the Work Plan for the Cross-Provincial Handling of Businesses in the 
Yangtze River Delta Region, launched the first batch of 4 categories and 15 tax-related items to be handled 
across the region, and released the first batch of 54 tax offices to handle cross-provincial businesses in the 
YRD Region.

Enterprises operating across provinces (municipalities directly under the central government and munici-
palities under separate state planning) in the YRD region could apply for off-site processing in the nearest 
tax authority.

 (3) Enhancing the efficiency of cross-provincial handling of tax-related matters

By the end of 2020, the Yangtze River Delta e-Tax Office could  
handle the following business matters: 

1 Supporting enterprises to migrate information seamlessly across provinces:

• Enterprises with tax credit level A and B in the YRD region could apply for cross-provin-
cial migration within the region, and their original basic information and rights and inter-
ests could be inherited without the need to de-register and re-register.

• In May 2020, Qingpu District offered the simplified and fast handling of the first case of 
cross-provincial migration of enterprise.

Launching cross-provincial online declaration and verification

• Taxpayers operating outside the YRD region can have their businesses processed online 
such as opening accounts, managing declaration and verification, declaring prepayments, 
withholding taxes, information feedback through the e-Tax Office of their business loca-
tions.

• The time limit for processing tax-related matters across provinces has been shortened from 
5 to 10 working days to 1 working day.

2
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3 Launching cross-provincial management of property and land tax sources

• New functions were available for cross-provincial online registration of tax sources and 
online declaration and payment of property tax and urban land use tax in the YRD. These 
functions made it possible to have the process of one-time input of information, intelligent 
calculation of taxes, and automatic generation of returns, and allowing taxpayers to com-
plete cross-provincial declarations of property tax and urban land use tax without leaving 
their homes.

• Taxpayers can choose third-party tax payment methods such as Alipay and WeChat which 
further facilitate online tax payment.

2. Standardizing the implementation of tax policies

Tax authorities across the YRD region have strived to provide normalized and standardized services to 
taxpayers via further integration and streamlined  administration, including unifying the standards of pol-
icy implementation and building a list of tax law enforcement that is consistent throughout the region. 
For the first time in the country, these tax authorities have managed to exercise their discretionary power 
consistently so as to impose same punishment for the same violation and give taxpayers impunity if they 
commit minor offence for the first time, thus setting the same yardstick for exercising law enforcement 
and penalty, and regulating taxpayer behaviors across the YRD region.

• Adopting common criteria for exercising discretionary power over tax administrative punish-
ment: In July 2020, tax authorities of the said three provinces and two cities jointly issued the Dis-
cretionary Benchmarks of Administrative Penalty for Tax Violations in Declaration and Invoice-Re-
lated Matters Across the Yangtze River Delta Region, unifying for the first time the discretionary 
benchmarks for 19 items on the list of tax administrative penalties imposed by the tax authorities in 
the three provinces and two cities.

• Compiling the list of first violation impunity: In August 2020, tax authorities of the said three 
provinces and two cities jointly issued the List of First Violation Impunity for Minor Offences Across 
the Yangtze River Delta Region, covering 18 offences.

• Releasing the list of one visit at most: In October 2020, tax authorities of the said three provinces 
and two cities jointly released the List of Tax-Related Matters Requiring One Visit at Most of Taxpay-
ers Across the Yangtze River Delta Region, involving 199 matters of 14 categories.

3. Enhancing the service capability of tax-related big data

In April 2020, tax authorities of Qingpu District in Shanghai, Wujiang District in Jiangsu Province, and Ji-
ashan County in Zhejiang Province jointly launched the Cloud Connectivity project in the Yangtze River 
Delta Demonstration Zone to help open up industrial chains through the integrated use of big data such as 
VAT invoices to match buyers with suitable suppliers, build a bridge between production and sales for the 
two sides, and help enterprises resume operation in every step of the chain. They also made good use of Tax 
Steward to inquire taxpayers willingness of contact, thus advancing the precise docking of industrial chains.

Case: Big data helped enterprises in the YRD region overcome recruitment 
problems

Shanghai Jahwa United Co., Ltd. is a long-standing Chinese corporation of cosmetics and a leading enter-
prise of daily necessities. Most of the company’s employees are non-local personnel, who failed to return 
to their posts in time due to COVID-19. Faced with labor shortage, the company was in urgent need to 
recruit workers as soon as possible and start production at full steam. Guangri Logistics, located in the 
city of Kunshan, Jiangsu Province, found its production capacity greatly restricted also due to labor short-
age and recruitment difficulty. Qingpu District Tax Service, after learning of the relevant situation, used 
big data to screen out qualified labor service providers, and finally made contact and coordination with 
Shanghai Zhuochuan Human Resources Co., Ltd. to introduce more than 300 workers to Shanghai Jahwa 
and Guangri Logistics, successfully helping the above two companies to resuscitate production capacity.

11 pairs

Could Connectivity  
project

in the demonstration  
zone 49 

enterprises 

were provided
112

upstream and  
downstream enterprises

reached

Interview with assessors of tax  
doing-business environment

The 16+10 Yangtze River Delta Tax Support System embodied the 
principle of breaking the restrictions caused by administrative division 
and building unified tax administration. This System facilitated trans-
formation and upgrading of the industrial structure by integrating the 
regional economic institution and improving regional competitiveness 
of the YRD region. In 2020, taxpayers had a first-hand understanding 
of  the fast-forwarded integration of the YRD region. A series of initia-
tives were undertaken, including the cross-provincial registration of tax 
source and compilation of the list of matters to be handled consistently 
across the YRD region. These initiatives focused on the thorny prob-
lems in dealing with the cross-provincial tax-related matters, reduced 
the cost for taxpayers, mitigated risks of market entities and eased the 
tax doing-business environment.

 cooperative intentions
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Chapter 3: Reducing the Number of  
Enterprises’ Declaration As Appropriate3

To facilitate tax and fee payment, simplify and optimize tax and fee declarations, Shanghai Municipal Tax 
Service, while incessantly revamping the consolidated declaration of property tax and urban land use tax, 
took the lead in effecting the comprehensive declaration of five taxes, namely, corporate income tax (pre-
payment), urban land use tax, property tax, land appreciation tax, and stamp duty, to upgrade the process 
of tax declaration and provide more convenience for enterprises in tax preparation.

Constantly upgrading the consolidated declaration of property 
tax and urban land use tax

In the first half of 2020, apart from realizing the consolidated declaration of the said two taxes, Shanghai 
Municipal Tax Service, zeroing in on securing and deepening reform achievements, worked relentlessly to 
upgrade functions of the e-Tax Office, organized outreach programs including trainings for taxpayers, and 
made consolidated declaration easier.

 

Initiating the country's first comprehensive declaration of 
multiple taxes

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service issued the Notice of Shanghai Municipal Tax Service on the Implementa-
tion of Integrated Tax Declaration of Multiple Taxes (Announcement of Shanghai Municipal Tax Service 
of the State Taxation Administration [2020] No. 3), stipulating that starting from July 1, 2020, taxpayers 

a total of 45,000 taxpayers in Shanghai chose  
consolidated declaration function via the e-Tax Office.

First half of 2020

Comprehensive declaration

Corporate income tax (prepayment)

Property tax

Urban land use tax

Land appreciation tax

Stamp duty

(except for secondary branches of other provincial and municipal headquarters in Shanghai) who need to 
declare and pay at least one tax among corporate income tax (prepayment), urban land use tax, property 
tax, land appreciation tax,and stamp duty, may choose to apply for comprehensive declaration.

Comprehensive declaration of multiple taxes effectively facilitated tax filings:

• Decreased number of payments and optimized business environment: Previously, taxpayers had 
to fill in a series of forms. Now, thanks to the comprehensive declaration, each of the taxpayers only 
need to fill in and file one return, make one payment and receive one certificate of tax payment. 

• Unified filing period and improved declaration: Taxpayers were allowed to make quarterly filing 
of all taxes which would otherwise be made based on varied time slots, which made it more conve-
nient for enterprises and reduced the risk of under-filing of any single tax due to heavy workload, 
negligence, and other reasons.

• Upgraded filing and reduced tax burden: By statistical analysis of taxpayers’ previous filings, 10 
key high-frequency fields have been extracted, effectively diminishing the time of preparation and fil-
ing for enterprises. At the same time, the new function of correcting declaration of a single tax made 
it much more easier for the enterprises.

 

Pre-populated tax 
returns of high-
frequency fields

Online rule 
checking

Prompt for 
corrections

Separate declaration 
of each tax available 

in case of failed 
comprehensive 

declaration

Online tax 
payment

Key features of online filing
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Noticeable achievements of comprehensive declaration:

Achievements

Case: Comprehensive declaration reduced workload and saved finance for 
enterprises.

Previously, the declaration period of different taxes varied greatly. Corporate income tax was declared 
once every quarter, urban land use tax and real estate tax were declared in May and November, and stamp 
tax was declared monthly. With the introduction of comprehensive declaration, they will all be declared 
quarterly, making it simpler and more effective to manage tax costs, said Sheng Shu, Director of the Fi-
nance Department of CSSC-MES Diesel Co., Ltd., “and after adopting comprehensive declaration, our 
company has about 250,000 yuan of stamp duty per quarter that can be filed and paid in the next quarterly 
declaration, which is also of great help to alleviate the financial pressure and reduce tax burden.”

1

2

3

The Shanghai Municipal Tax Service strived 
to reduce the number of corporate taxpayers’ 
declarations for both taxes and fees by 3 times.

A 2020 survey showed that the overall  
satisfaction of interviewed companies  

reached 86%.

High satisfaction 
within enterprises

By the end of 2020, more than 1,180,900 en-
terprises had used the comprehensive declara-

tion to file 43.57 billion yuan of tax.

Wide application 
in enterprises

Less numbers of 
tax declarations

Exerting Sustained Policy Effects of Tax 
and Fee Cuts4

As a key measure in macroeconomic policies, tax and fee cuts play an important incentive and supportive 
role for market entities. Facing the major challenges of economic and social development in 2020, China 
has introduced a series of targeted policies and measures of tax and fee cuts to help enterprises, especial-
ly small and micro ones, tide over difficulties. Shanghai Municipal Tax Service earnestly implemented 
various policies to cut taxes and fees to ensure stability on six key fronts and maintain security in six key 
areas. The tax and fee incentives were meticulously implemented to fully restore vitality of market enti-
ties and help them become more resilient in pursuing development. All these efforts provided support to 
realize the annual goals of economic and social development.

Implementing tax and fee cuts across the board

In 2020, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service vigorously promoted work of tax and fee cuts. On top of issuing 
tax incentives in the time of epidemic outbreak, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service also acted on overall na-
tional plans to reduce tax burdens for small and micro enterprises and followed through with preferential 
policies such as phased reduction of social security premiums for various enterprises, so that policy bene-
fit would directly benefit market entities and help stabilize economic performance.

In 2020, Shanghai Municipal Tax 
Service reduced

57.23 billion yuan of 

taxes and fees

Taxes collected 
by tax  

authorities

Non-tax revenue 
collected  

by tax authorities

respondents were satisfied with the overall effect of 
tax and fee cuts policies implemented by Shanghai 
Municipal Tax Service.

96%

Interview with assessors of tax  
doing-business environment

Before that, corporate income tax, urban land use tax, prop-
erty tax, land appreciation tax, and stamp duty needed to be 
declared separately, and their declaration periods were dif-
ferent, so there was always a fear of under-declaration and 
wrong declaration. After implementing the comprehensive 
declaration, all the taxes are declared in the same period us-
ing one form, making management easier. At the same time, 
corporate stamp duty and land appreciation tax that were 
previously declared on a monthly basis is now filed quarter-
ly, easing the liquidity pressure on companies.
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1. Executing tax incentives through and through

 (1) Ceaselessly reducing tax burdens for small-scale enterprises 

 

Case: Extending tax cuts to deliver small and micro enterprises from difficult 
times

Shanghai Lianchuang Yongyi Investment Management Center (Limited Partnership) (hereinafter referred 
to as Lianchuang Yongyi), engaged in investment management and investment consulting, is a small and 
micro enterprise with private partnership located in Putuo District. It could not resume operation during 
the epidemic but still had to pay overheads such as staff salaries and premise rent, an appreciable loss. 
Previously, based on the operation in the first half of the year, Lianchuang Yongyi had enjoyed a VAT re-
duction of about 25,000 yuan in March.

Knowing that VAT reduction and exemption policy would be extended for small-scale taxpayers, Ying 
Xuya, Financial Director of the company, breathed a sigh of relief, “we have been concerned about policy 
continuation because the reduction of tax rate is the most tangible policy benefit. Now that the tax author-
ity has timely notified us the continuation of the policy until the end of the year, it is conducive to enter-
prises in overcoming the epidemic and steadily restarting production and operation.”

 (2) Encouraging social entities to develop and innovate

• R&D institutions purchasing domestic equipment were granted full VAT refund.

• Eligible enterprises producing integrated circuit could enjoy up to 10 years of corporate income tax 
exemption.

• The super deduction ratio of R&D expenses was increased to 75%8. 

From 2018 to 2020, Shanghai’s total R&D expenditures to GDP ratio registered 4% for three years run-
ning.

In 2020, the ratio of the total output value of Shanghai’s industrial strategic emerging industries to the 
total output value of industries above designated size amounted to 40%; the operating income of software 
and information services increased by more than 12%, and the output value of new-generation informa-
tion technology was raised by 6.2%.

2. Unflaggingly paring down social insurance premiums

In 2020, Shanghai Municipality issued the Notice on the Continuous Phased Reduction of Social Insur-
ance Premiums for Urban Employees in Shanghai (HRSG [2020] No. 2), rolling out a battery of policies 
to lower local social insurance premiums within the authority prescribed by the state.

In 2020, Shanghai Municipality also issued the Notice on Extending the Implementation Period of Phased 
Reduction and Exemption of Employer Contribution of Social Insurance Premiums in Shanghai (HRSG 
[2020] No. 14).

• Before the end of December 2020, employer contribution of basic pension insurance, unemployment 
insurance, and workers’ insurance (hereinafter referred to as the three social insurances) by small and 
middle-sized enterprises was exempted.

• Before the end of June 2020, employer contribution of the three social insurances by large enterprises 
was reduced by half.

4  Public Notice on the Value-added Tax Policy in Support of Resumption of Work and Business among Self-Employed Individuals 
(Caishui [2020] No. 13)

5&6 Notice on Implementing the Policy on Inclusive Tax Reliefs for Small and Micro Enterprises  (Caishui [2019] No. 13)
7.  Public Notice on Matters Relating to the Deferral of Income Tax for 2020 for Small and Low-profit Enterprises and Self-Employed 

Individuals (STA Public Notice [2020] No. 10 )
8  Notice on Increasing the Super Tax Deduction Ratio of Research and Development Expenses issued by the Ministry of Finance, the 

State Taxation Administration, and the Ministry of Science and Technology Caishui [2018] No. 99

Small-scale VAT 
taxpayers:

Levy/pre-levy rate4 If monthly sales ≤ 100,000 yuan5

No VAT3%                   1%

Small and low-profit 
enterprises6: 

If taxable income ≤ 1  
million yuan

If the taxable income is more 
than 1 million yuan but no more 

than 3 million yuan

only 25% of that income was 
accounted as the taxable income

subject to a corporate income 
tax rate of 20%

the actual tax burden was 5%

only 50% of that income was 
accounted as the taxable income

subject to a corporate income 
tax rate of 20%

the actual tax burden was 10%

Tax payment period for small and low-profit enterprises and self-em-
ployed individuals was deferred to the first declaration period of 2021.

Small and low-profit 
enterprises and self-
employed individuals7

was reduced to

Scaling down  
unemployment 

insurance  
premiums

From May 1, 
2020 to  

April 30, 2021

From May 1, 
2020 to  

April 30, 2021

an unemployment insurance contribution rate 
of 1% will be adopted, with employers and 
employees contributing 0.5% respectively.

the benchmark contribution of workers’ com-
pensation insurance premiums for employers 
in the first to eight categories of industries 
will be reduced by 20%.

In 2020, 
the above 
policies al-
leviated the 
burden on 
enterprises 

by 1.75  
billion yuan.

Cutting down work-
ers’ compensation 

insurance premiums
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Running innovative outreach programs 

In order to benefit market entities with targeted tax incentives, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service has estab-
lished a multi-channel and three-dimensional system to introduce tax policies. Via online cloud live stream-
ing and cloud classroom, as well as offline door-to-door visit to industrial parks, enterprises and shops, tax 
authorities at all levels widely introduced or interpreted policies through various outreach programs to ensure 
tax and fee incentives can be effectively imparted and directly delivered to targeted taxpayers.

1. Synergizing online platforms

• The website of Shanghai Municipal Tax Service 
at the earliest time possible opened up a string of 
columns such as Fight Against the Epidemic and 
Promote Development, Tax and Fee cuts, Tax In-
centives for Small and Micro Enterprises, and Tax 
Incentives to Stabilize Employment, and the im-
plementation details of policies were released si-
multaneously in the columns to provide taxpayers 
with targeted policy interpretation and practical 
guidance.

• The WeChat and Weibo accounts of Shanghai Municipal Tax Service employed diversified methods 
to provide detailed explanations of the latest tax policies in the form of pictures, texts and videos, 
helping taxpayers easily access, understand and fully enjoy the benefit of tax and fee cuts. 

Outreach via cloud has become the most widely-used way to introduce tax policies. In view of this, 
Shanghai Municipal Tax Service has innovatively used online live streaming and new media to establish 
an all-round and wide-coverage platform to explain tax incentives in depth.

Case: Huangpu District Tax Service: Holding bespoke live-streaming show of 
tax policies

In April 2020, Huangpu District Tax Service 
and the Middle Huaihai Road Sub-district Par-
ty Working Committee Office jointly unveiled 
a tax-themed live-streaming show, sorting 
out tax incentives for enterprises operating in 
office buildings, which were explained and 
demonstrated by senior tax officials. More than 
70 financial directors of those companies en-
tered the live broadcast room to learn relevant 
policies. Huangpu District Tax Service also 
launched a mini poll on its WeChat official ac-

count, inviting taxpayers to customize the content of the live show so as to deliver tangible benefits of tax 
incentives and taxpayer service to those companies.

 

2. Offering on-site policy interpretation

Tax authorities at all levels in Shanghai actively staged a variety of offline policy interpretation activities. 
By working with government agencies of sub-districts and industrial parks in their jurisdictions, they built 
a communication platform between government and enterprises, and tax officials reached out to industrial 
parks and sub-districts to provide taxpayers with zero-distance, one-to-one policy promotion and tax-re-
lated guidance.

In 2020, received 1.3 billion visits

In 2020,  posted 1,268 pieces of 
information

Shanghai Municipal  
Tax Service

2,155 pieces of information1,298 pieces of information

read 26.3 million timesread 14.8 million times

290,000 users1.69 million users
2020年

Shanghai Tax WeChat Shanghai Tax Weibo

According to the 2020 survey

70%

82%

taxpayers of the total number 
of companies surveyed chose 
to visit the website of Shanghai 
Municipal Tax Service

taxpayers turned to Weibo 
and WeChat to learn tax 
policies
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Case: Yangpu District Tax Service: Backing small and micro enterprises and encouraging 
innovation and entrepreneurship with Shuilifang or Cubic Taxpayer Service

Yangpu District Tax Service con-
ducted the first offline workshop for 
2020 Entrepreneurship Foundation 
at Shuilifang (or Cubic Taxpayer 
Service) - Entrepreneurship Service 
Station to advertise tax law and of-
fer instructions on taxation and en-
trepreneurship. The courses covered 
topics of VAT, corporate income tax, 
property and behavior tax, develop-
ment fees for cultural undertaking, 
and donations, covering the whole 

life cycle of an enterprise from start-up to development. In particular, on the basis of the inclusive tax in-
centives for small and micro enterprises, emphasis was given to new preferential policies introduced by 
the central government to support the resumption of production of small-scale taxpayers, such as reducing 
tax rates. After the class, some entrepreneurs were given one-to-one Q&A sessions, and targeted guidance 
was provided on the most concerned tax incentives designed to encourage innovation and entrepreneur-
ship and boost employment.

 

Case: Putuo District Tax Service: Offering policy interpretation to enterprises 
and shops on their premises

On April 22, 2020, two groups of tax officials from the 14th Tax Office of Putuo District Tax Service 
conducted outreach programs. One group conducted on-site counseling for enterprises and individuals 
at Shiquan Pinzun Enterprise Service Center; the other group visited shops along streets and residential 
communities to offer door-to-door policy publicity. At the Enterprise Service Center, tax officials provid-
ed taxpayers with policy  counseling on VAT, personal income tax, as well as property and land tax. After 
stock-taking, tax officials identified some enterprises with relatively complicated problems that needed 
much guidance, and afforded targeted assistance on their premises.

Effectively Shortening Tax  
Compliance Time5

Time to comply, one of the key indicators in the World Bank doing business evaluation, reflects intuitively 
typical factors facing businesses during their daily routine of tax compliance. In 2020, Shanghai Munic-
ipal Tax Service, in availing the opportunity of promoting contact-free tax services, continued to expand 
online platforms accessible by the taxpayers, facilitate VAT invoicing, simplify procedures, improve IT-
based cross-border tax transactions, and ease payment of taxes and fees, thus greatly shortening the time 
for businesses to comply and improving enterprises tax experience substantially.

Optimizing online taxpayer services

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service, recognizing the importance of and giving priority to online channels in de-
livering contact-free services, further optimized various functions of the online service platform in 2020.

1. Expanding Integrated Online Platform Service

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service has actively engaged in the development of service Integrated Online 
Platform of the municipality, and worked hard for better procedures to handle tax matters, so as to im-
prove taxpayer experience. 

representing an in-
crease of 

30%  
from 2019

up 40  
percentage points 
from the previous 

year.

Nearly 80% 90%

small and micro  
enterprises spent no 

more than 80 hours in 
total to pay taxes in 

the year

surveyed enterprises 
responded that their 

time to comply 
throughout the year 
was less than 100 

hours

According to the 2020 survey

Integrated Online Platform 
Service

e-licenses (certificates): 16

In 2020, tax matters handled: 11.8 million

Tax matters: 274
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In the meantime, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service, in pursuing Integrated Online Platform management, 
built a smart analysis platform for taxpayer service, which is connected to the e-Tax Office, self-service 
terminals, 12366 tax service hotline and other management systems, allowing sound and dynamic man-
agement of taxpayer service resources with 24 display indicators and 16 early warning indicators.

2. Facilitating tax filing

(1) E-Tax Office realizing full coverage of filing functions

In 2020, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service 
put digital taxation on fast track and fur-
ther optimized the filing functions of the 
e-Tax Office.

up 4  
percentage points 
from the previous 

year.

98% 97%
the surveyed 

reckoned the e-Tax 
Office stable

taxpayers deemed the 
e-Tax Office satisfying 

in their compliance 
exercises

According to the 2020 survey

realizing full coverage 
of application-based 

items

Online filing modules have  
covered all of the  

60 filing items

online filing rate had 
exceeded 99%
online certification rate 
surpassed 95%
proportion of taxpayers 
handling their tax matters 
online

97%

By the end of 2020

(2) Automatic conversion of financial statements

In 2020, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service continued optimizing the function of importing financial state-
ments into e-filing by disclosing interface and data standards of financial and accounting statements in the 
online tax service platform, and supported enterprises in completing one-click conversion and submission 
of financial statements by employing such methods as importing XML files and direct access of financial 
software.

(3) Improving one-click filing function

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service optimized the filing system and made it smarter, and kept on improving 
the pre-populated one-click filing function.

• Shanghai Municipal Tax Service invited financial software developers, professional taxpayer service 
providers, HQs of 1,000 major corporate groups, among others, to coordinate relevant work, and real-
ized one-click importing and submission of returns into mainstream financial software. By late 2020, 
a total of 9 financial software developers in Shanghai had imported and enabled one-click filing func-
tion.

• In terms of VAT filing, the system automatically accesses invoice information and financial state-
ments before the back-office automatically computes and generates tax returns. Once the information 
is confirmed, qualified taxpayers are one touch away from filing their returns. Currently, taxpayers 
subject to paying fixed amounts of taxes at fixed date are able to use the one-click online filing func-
tion as well.

(4) E-recording for outbound payment 

In 2020, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service, together with Shanghai Office, State Administration of Foreign 
Exchange, introduced digital solutions of tax recording for outbound payments concerning service trade 
of domestic institutions and individuals. For those who are about to file on record, they can directly log in 
the module of tax recording of outbound payment for service trade in the e-Tax Office, and submit their 
materials online for recording. Since launching in 2020, the rate of online recording for tax purposes has 
reached 93.4%.

By late 2020, this importing function had covered all of the 22 financial and accounting statements 
that should be filed by all resident business taxpayers.

1.51 

79%

million times

business taxpayers had used this 
function
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3. Upgrading e-payment function

(1) Enabling third-party mobile payment function

To develop convenient payment channels, Shanghai has enabled QuickPass, Alipay, WeChat and other 
third-party payment options on a pilot-basis. After filing, taxpayers can choose third-party contact-free 
payment apps on the smart phone to make payments.

(2) Optimizing tripartite online agreement signing procedures

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service continued to optimize the signing procedures of tax, treasury and bank 
tripartite online agreement by enabling whole-process online signing of authorized tax debiting and re-
mittance agreement, so that taxpayers can enjoy the convenient self-service of applying, signing and 
verifying agreements online. After the agreement is successfully signed, taxpayers can entrust the bank to 
withhold the tax from the designated tax payment account according to the declared payment information 
provided by the tax authority and complete the online tax payment electronically. 

In 2020, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service further expanded the scope of cooperation: 

Exploring convenient invoicing function

1.Practising e-invoicing for special VAT invoices

The State Taxation Administration (STA) decided to implement e-invoicing among new taxpayers in 11 re-
gions, including Shanghai, from December 21, 2020, and the scope of the invoice recipients is nationwide.

Compared with traditional paper-based special invoices, electronic special invoices have the following 
advantages:

• Faster invoicing: relying on the public service platform for VAT electronic invoices to allow free use 
of electronic special invoice issuance services;

• Easier to check: taxpayers can check electronic invoices and verify the validity of electronic signa-
tures through the e-invoice document reader downloaded from the national VAT invoice checking 
platform;

• Easier to keep: taxpayers can download invoices multiple times in and out of the system without wor-
rying about the original invoices being damaged or lost.

Honoring the requirements of the STA, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service has taken the initiative to active-
ly promote the reform of electronic VAT invoices at an early stage.

11 
new ones  

compared with  
the previous year

50 banks

Shanghai Municipal 
Tax has reached  

cooperation
174,830

enterprises in the city 
signed the tripartite 
agreements online

up 6.9% 
from the previous 

year

1,158,000

 taxpayers paid taxes 
and fees through the 
one-click debiting  

function

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service helped taxpayers fully grasp the policy 
regulations and operation points, and effectively provided services free of 
charge, such as issuing, inquiring and downloading all kinds of electronic 
special invoices

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service relied on electronic invoice information, 
and helped taxpayers to better carry out financial analysis and strengthen 
capital and supply chain management

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service further improved the relevant functions on 
the basis of ensuring system stability and data security

Implementing the 
first invoice  

service system

Guiding taxpayers 
to strengthen in-

voice management

Optimizing the 
system function 

experience

Interview with assessors of tax  
doing-business environment

Since the introduction of electronic VAT special invoices, enterpris-
es have been able to receive electronic special invoices in the e-Tax 
Office and complete the whole process online, which significantly 
reduced the number of trips to and from the taxpayer service halls and 
slashed time to comply. At the same time, the e-invoicing has sharply 
decreased the risk of losing invoices by mail and improved the time-
liness of transmission and reception. We can feel that behind the e-in-
voicing is the remarkable increase of corporate financial management 
efficiency and business agility, and the speeding up of the national 
trend of digital transformation for enterprises.
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2. Applying for invoice online and delivery by mail

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service has made efforts to optimize the online invoice application and delivery 
services, further expanding the scope of invoice delivery, adjusting the minimum number of invoices to 
be received, and offering password delivery services, so as to realize online application, free mailing and 
safe delivery of invoices through a series of optimization measures.

 

Case: Refining invoice service and securing delivery with password

Meiji Seika Food Industry (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. is the first taxpayer in Shanghai to pilot and successfully 
receive the delivered invoices by password. After applying for invoices in the e-Tax Office one afternoon, 
Zhu Meiqing, a financial staff member of the company received a SMS from China Post on her cell phone 
on the next morning,: Your EMS mail: 11956084712** will be delivered to you by courier Wu Jie, phone 
number: 173****0118, please present the verification password: 6124 to the courier when you receive it 
by yourself or your authorized recipient, and please keep this password properly. Soon after, the postal 
staff delivered the invoices to her place and confirmed the password with her in person. Zhu Meiqing said, 
“the invoice delivery service of the tax authority is becoming more and more refined, the delivery is total-
ly free, and now the password delivery service is also introduced, paying more attention to the detail, so 
there is no need to worry about the loss of the invoices applied for online anymore.” 

Exploring innovative development of smart taxation

1. Building a taxpayer service smart analysis platform

In 2020, Shanghai built the Smart Analysis Platform for Taxpayer Services, which is dedicated to realiz-
ing the unified deployment and sound management of the  taxpayer service resources and norms across 
the municipality, and pooling the power of smart taxation to better serve taxpayers. Shanghai Municipal 
Tax Service already built the Smart Analysis Platform for Taxpayer Services (Phase I) .

• Full-range panoramic monitoring: 
Shanghai Municipal Tax Service 
monitored the overall operation of 
the taxpayer service halls in all as-
pects, recorded and restored the ser-
vice details of the counter in these 
halls, and promoted their standard-
ized development.

• Data analysis and display: by con-
necting with systems in taxpayer 
service halls, such as taxpayer service management and self-service tax terminals, e-Tax Office and 
12366 taxpayer service hotline, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service integrated service data and formed 
risk index management system of taxpayer service.

• Early warning of service indicators: based on the integrated data of taxpayers behavior + demand, 
early warning indicators such as tax-related emergencies, taxpayer service experience and taxpayer 
service quality and efficiency were established to display and warn taxpayer service resources and 
service efficiency in real time.

• New ways to apply technologies: 5G technology was applied to enable coordination of emergency 
responses by the tax offices at municipality and district levels and taxpayer service halls with the help 
of mobile devices. Through VR interactive immersion experience, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service 
simulated various scenarios of applications such as daily monitoring and emergency response in the 
taxpayer service halls.

2. Further promoting the development of smart taxpayer service halls

In 2020, based on the pilot development of smart taxpayer service halls in Hongkou District Tax Service, 
Shanghai Municipal Tax Service drew up the Guidelines for Standardized Development of Smart Taxpay-
er Service Halls in Shanghai Taxation Administration, formed the replicable and extendable specifications 
for the development of smart taxpayer service halls in the city, and guided more district authorities to 
build and promote the smart tax service system. At present, Fengxian District Tax Service has launched 
and put into trial operation the second smart taxpayer service hall in the city.

the scope of service was expanded from taxpayers with tax credit rating of 
A and B to A, B and M. This move increased the proportion of contact-free 
invoice reception from 50% in 2019 to 70% in 2020.

 the minimum amount of special VAT invoices subject to application was re-
duced from 50 to 25, and the number of general invoices was reduced from 
100 to 50.

 invoice logistics information was updated simultaneously through better 
cooperation with China Post, and delivery agent has been mandated to ask 
taxpayer for the corresponding password to confirm delivery.

Expanding the 
coverage of con-
tact-free invoice 

reception

Optimization of 
the number of in-
voice applications

Safe delivery of 
invoices

Data showed that  
by the end of 2020

606,000 
copies of invoices had  

been delivered

an average of  

900 
 taxpayers daily in Shanghai
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The smart taxpayer service halls have the following distinct characteristics:

• Smart authentication: through information and system matching, smart taxpayer service halls could 
realize intelligent pre-screening and triage, and reasonably guide taxpayers to the smart taxpayer ser-
vice halls to handle their businesses. And after face recognition information matching, the halls could 
provide tax-related examination report for enterprises to remind them to strengthen internal risk pre-
vention and control.

• Smart tax preparation: equipped with more than one hundred interactive and self-service intelli-
gent devices, the halls provided dual-screen terminal counseling, remote video counseling and on-
site comprehensive services to meet personalized needs in response to the differences in taxpayers tax 
preparation abilities. In addition, immersive and functional tax preparation scenario experience could 
be realized using virtual reality technology.

• Smart publicity: the halls introduced interactive publicity products such as taxation supermarket, 
interactive games and customized postcards for different groups of people and provided animation 
teaching videos such as high-quality courses and tax micro-courses, which could be watched random-
ly on-demand and repeatedly on tablets.

• Smart consultation: an intelligent consultation knowledge base was built in three aspects: tax pro-
cedures, policies and regulations, and high-quality topics; and labeling result matching utilized to 
support taxpayers non-professional and diverse questioning. The robot Xiaozhi (or Junior Smart) was 
built to provide simple consultation services and intelligent tax preparation guidance by combining 
voice interaction software and the backstage knowledge pool.

• Smart data display: supported by systems such as Golden Tax Phase III and Municipal Tax Service 
Big Data Platform, the data screen was used as a medium to realize the image display and visualiza-
tion of various tax-related data and real-time broadcast of tax service information through the back-
ground analysis and application of the smart cloud management platform.

 

Interview with assessors of tax doing-business environment

Speaking of smart taxation, what’s impressive is the Hongkou Smart Taxpayer Service Hall, which 
has been officially operated for nearly two years, and it is good to see that this new form of taxpayer 
service has also started to be promoted in Fengxian district and other places this year. A series of in-
telligent tax applications such as face-swiping tax preparation, intelligent consultation, robot and VR 
experience bring a new self-service tax experience for taxpayers. In the new era, technological innova-
tion is an inevitable choice for the modernization of taxation. Tax authorities are expected to take tax-
payers’ needs as the guide, give full play to Internet+ thinking, build a smart taxpayer service system 
by leveraging new technologies, and clear the last hurdle of no more physical presence for taxpayers.

According to the 2020 survey

>50%

94%

taxpayers experienced 
the smart tax service

taxpayers were happy 
with the experience

3. Upgrading 12366 smart consultation

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service continued to advance the all-round intel-
ligent consultation service by launching the new smart consultation mode 
of integrating official website, WeChat account and 12366 hotline. It fur-
ther optimized the smart consultation system at the municipal and district 
levels, such that tax and fee payers could access around-the-clock self-ser-
vice consultation via the above-mentioned three service channels.

Website end of smart consultation

WeChat end of smart consultation

50%

the daily smart  
consultation volume  
averaged of the total

>99%

Connection rate

3.45  
million times

In 2020, Shanghai  
Municipal Tax Service  

provided smart  
consultation service
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Optimizing Post-filing Procedures6
In 2020, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service upgraded the online options for the taxpayers and fee payers in 
following post-filling procedures, a major move to  help taxpayers develop the habit of using online services, 
save their time, make it easier to correct mistakes in online filing and make payment. While effectively im-
plementing the rules for the  refund of excess input VAT, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service paid great atten-
tion to provide quality outreach services and offer tangible benefits to eligible taxpayers. Shanghai Municipal 
Tax Service made further efforts in improving the simplified rules of export refund and refund for taxpayers 
departing from China. In a word, the post-filling procedures were put on speed with quality, handy services.

Promoting online corrections of declaration

Within and after the filing periods, taxpayers were 
allowed to correct their mistakes made when filing 
their returns of corporate income tax, value-added 
tax, and personal income tax through online filing 
systems including e-Tax Office (Shanghai), enter-
prise-end of e-Tax filing system, and administra-
tion system for natural persons.

Increasing efficiency of the refund of excess input VAT

Precise prompting by big data

Leveraging big data and the cloud, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service has been able to benchmark and 
screen out taxpayers entitled to refund of excess input VAT based on information of amount of taxpayers’ 
excess input VAT, industries, credit ranking of compliance, history of filing and paying taxes, as well as 
refund they had been granted to. 

 

Providing access to claiming and receiving refund online

Thanks to the upgraded procedures, taxpayers were enabled to go through the whole process of claiming 
and receiving refund online, in a more convenient and immediate way. Online and onsite channels were 
both opened up, and review process was expedited to help enterprises get refund faster and keep their cash 
flow strong.

Offering pre-filling service 

In September 2020, pre-filled returns for claiming 
refund of excess input VAT were made available 
in the e-Tax Office (Shanghai), further saving tax-
payers’ time to claim the refund.

up 21  
percentage points 
from the previous 

year.

415,000

In 2020, taxpayers  
opted for corrections online, 

up 21% than in 2019.

1

Eligible taxpayers automatically reminded of refund of excess input VAT by e-Tax Office

Real-time computing throughout the process and prompting taxpayers in seconds 

Immediate claiming of  refund of excess input VAT once informed

2

84%

In 2020, percentage of taxpayers claiming refund 
online

Enterprises in Shanghai

5 hours
The average time required  
to apply for the refund of  

excess input VAT

1 weeksThe average time for  
receiving refund

According to the 2020 survey

3 27 
Data items

23 
items could be 
automatically 

populated

4 
 items could not 
be automatically 

populated

Percentage of 
pre-populated

85%
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Bringing more benefits to enterprises

When the policies of refund of excess input VAT were introduced in 2019 for taxpayers in all industries 
and in the advanced manufacturing sector, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service provided precise prompting 
and outreach services so that more enterprises could enjoy the benefit of such policies. In 2020, 2,619 en-
terprises in Shanghai were covered, an 53.1% increase from 2019, and amount of refunds of excess input 
VAT reached 18.02 billion yuan, up 71.9% from the previous year.

Case

Jiangnan Shipyard (Group) Co., Ltd., financially strained from COVID-19, found its retained VAT credits 
increasing every month due to its large investment at the initial stage and time gap between production 
and sales. To offer timely help, the tax office in charge sent a team of experts to carry out targeted coun-
seling, simplified the review process and shortened the time to get refund, and issued 142 million yuan of 
refunds to the enterprise. “We felt the obvious effects of the tax cuts policy, and we got the refunds in no 
time. That was very helpful for our business,” said Hu Keyi, chief engineer of the enterprise.

4

Taxpayers Claiming  
Refunds

Amount of Refunds Issued  
(100 million)

Industry 2019 2020 2019 2020

Manufacturing 377 328 25.16 36.10

Wholesale and Retail 318 469 27.52 17.60

Rental and Commercial Service  215 409 7.84 17.35

Real Estate 213 413 14.05 44.64

Science, Research, and   
189 352 4.82 10.43 Technology Service

Construction 87 85 5.47 11.21

Transportation, Warehousing,  
85 123 7.57 24.88 and Postal Service

Others 227 440 12.41 18.04

Total 1,711 2,619 104.85 180.24

Interview with assessors of tax doing-business environment

The e-Tax Office was revamped to streamline general refund procedures online. Empowered by 
cloud big data platform, taxpayers eligible for excess input VAT refund were able to claim refund 
immediately after being precisely selected and automatically prompted. Furthermore, they were 
notified by the tax authorities of months that might be covered by the policy, making it much 
easier for them to claim refund.

Adjusting export refund and departure refund procedures

1. Fastening export refund and exemption procedures

In 2020, in response to the needs of exporters amid COVID-19, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service adopted 
proactive measures to quicken export refund (exemption) procedures and offered more online options.

Fast-track approaches

Achievements

1

2

3

Exporters with good reputation were promised 
50% less time to go through the procedures, 
or 4.5 working days instead of the original 9 

working days

Working in full capacity, tax officials managed 
to “review as taxpayers claim” and process 

claims and grant refund immediately
Standing by 24/7

Portals for refund were added to the municipal 
Integrated Online Platform, and contact-free 
approaches such as image acquisition were 

adopted in the e-Tax Office, leading to a more 
streamlined processes of export refund.

Further  
streamlining  

refund procedures

Promising  
shorter time

Exporters based in Shanghai could submit 
data electronically through any of the online 
channels including e-Tax Office, Integrated 

Online Platform of Shanghai, China (Shanghai) 
International Trade Single Counter, and the 
export tax refund platform, and get approval 

results contact-free and in real time.

Requiring no 
physical presence4
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Exporters in Shanghai 
have applied for tax 
refunds through online 
channels

the amount of the tax 
refunds (exemptions) 
c l a imed  on l ine  has 
reached 

99.8%

99.9%

2. Delivering handy departure refund services

To process refund faster for foreign passengers departing from China, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service 
facilitated “refund as you buy” service by optimizing locations of the counters, steps and approaches for 
processing refund, as well as amounts.

Since the adoption of control measures

Exclusive  
mailboxes

Exclusive mailbox-
es for “refund as 
you buy” service 
were set up at the 
dedicated places for 
tax refunds at air-
port departure ports 
to realize queue-
free and contactless 
p r o c e s s i n g  a n d 
simplify the proce-
dure of confirming 
amount of refund.

Convenient  
payment

Flexible payment 
options were made 
a v a i l a b l e ,  a n d 
Alipay was add-
ed as yet another 
third-party payment 
channel to speed up 
refund.

Centralized  
processing

The  cen t ra l i zed 
processing of “re-
fund as you buy” 
was carried out on 
a pilot basis in large 
s h o p p i n g  m a l l s 
where many stores 
offered  tax- f ree 
goods, and foreign 
passengers could go 
to the centralized 
refund counters in 
the shopping malls 
to receive the cash 
(RMB) equivalent 
of the actual tax re-
fund in advance.

Increased  
amount

The amount of “re-
fund as you buy” 
was increased, and 
the upper limit of 
the sales of refund-
able items applied 
for the pilot ser-
vice by the same 
overseas passenger 
to the same pilot 
r e fund  s to r e  on 
the same day was 
raised to 110, 000 
yuan.

Improving Tax Experience of Market 
Entities in Every Aspect7

The Shanghai Municipal Tax Service commits itself to expediting the innovative transformation of ser-
vices and providing efficient services to enterprises throughout their life cycles by upgrading taxpayer ser-
vice halls, expanding the sharing of tax-related data, and widening the application of “Bank and Tax Inter-
action” and inclusive finance. Also, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service is open to opinions, suggestions, and 
supervision from taxpayers, which effectively enhances their participation and sense of fulfillment, and 
further brings synergy, closer cooperation and collaboration in governance.

Upgrading functions of taxpayer service halls

In 2020, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service spared no effort to ease tax doing-business environment, 
launched “Taxpayer Service (version 3.0)” 9, and advanced “Shanghai Measures to Ease Business Envi-
ronment (version 3.0)” 10. It also offered the “Tax Solution” and the “Shanghai Model” to improve the 
sense of satisfaction and fulfillment among taxpayers and the public by taking bold and resolute steps in 
optimizing intelligent services and enhancing efficiency.

The 2020 survey indicated that 94% taxpayers in Shanghai were satisfied with counter services at taxpay-
er service halls.

Case: “Qimin Mao Innovative Service Office”

The “Qimin Mao Innovative Service Office” was founded 
by the Jing’an District Tax Service in Shanghai to provide 
more professional services by teamworking in order to 
tackle the thorny, obstinate, and recalcitrant problems in 
taxpayer service, and has become an “Expert Clinic” for 
taxpayers to solve difficult and miscellaneous problems.

By the end of December 2020, the Office had received more 
than 10,000 visits from taxpayers and fixed over 5,000 knotty difficulties. The Office pioneered the “six-step 
tax guidance” service mechanism including elaborate inquiry, pre-diagnosis number picking, and targeted tri-
age, turning the guide desk into a master control desk of problem-shooting, slashed the processing time of ser-
vices by 60%, and offered the “Qimin Mao Solution” to improve the quality and efficiency of counter services.

 
9 Regulations on Tax Service of National Tax Authorities (version 3.0) 
10 Measures for Shanghai to Comprehensively Deepen the Development of a World-Class Business Environment, HWB [2020] No. 1
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Case: Changning District Dandelion Service Centers for taxpayers in office 
buildings

The Changning District Tax Service launched the “Dandelion Project” in adherence to the concept of 
“development and governance for shared benefits”. The tax authority took the initiative to cooperate with 
government agencies, social organizations, and building communities to design a system of taxpayer 
service centers to govern and share society-wide taxpayer services. On the 38 square kilometers land of 
Changning District, 38 service centers were established in the buildings of CPC working offices and grad-
ually a new taxpayer service system was formed. Taxpayers could visit those services centers situated no 
more than one kilometer away from their office buildings and access to online services without leaving 
the buildings. The system also boasted a featured mechanism of weekly one-hour on-site services, month-
ly course appointment services, quarterly outreach programs, and bespoke “3+1” need-oriented services.

The Dandelion Service Centers covered 83 key 
office buildings with 15,000 enterprises and 
220,000 natural persons, accounting for more 
than 50% and about 65% of the total taxpay-
ers respectively in the district. As of the end 
of 2020, these centers had provided self-help 
services such as personal income tax printing 
and invoicing for 923 enterprises, face-to-face 
services for 144 enterprises, policy introduction 
and interpretation for 300 enterprises.

 

Advancing inter-departmental data sharing

1. Reducing the procedures, processing time, and costs of enterprise 

incorporation

In 2020, the Shanghai Municipal Tax Service collaborated with government departments of market reg-
ulation, public security, economy and informatization, among others, to relentlessly optimize the online 
services for business start-ups, making it possible to file the application for starting a business by follow-
ing unified standards, get approved within one day after application and receive certificate on the same 
day.

• Deepening the integration of online and offline “one-counter access” service: Leveraging the 
municipal Integrate Online Platform Service, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service set up the “one-count-
er access” platform for enterprise incorporation to synchronize license processing, seal engraving, 
invoice application, and opening of accounts for paying social security contributions and bank ac-
counts. It also provided Integrated Online Platform service in each of the government service centers 
at district level in Shanghai so that enterprises could take their licenses, official seals, and invoices 
after registration from the single counter. 

• Issuing electronic licenses and seals free of charge: From April 1, 2020 onwards, Shanghai be-
came the first in the country to issue electronic business licenses and seals, free of charge, for all 
newly-established enterprises (including all kinds of enterprises, farmers’ professional cooperatives, 
and self-employed individuals). Legal representatives of the said enterprises could download their 
electronic licenses and seals via the mobile phone APP of “Mobile Shanghai” (or Suishenban) or the 
WeChat applet of e-licenses, and handle various types of businesses in the online service system.

• Providing Ukey free of charge: Starting from March 2020, newly-registered taxpayers in Shanghai, 
while receiving invoices, could get a free-of-charge Ukey from the tax authority to issue e-invoices 
on their own.

2. Synergizing the “Internet + Real Estate Transaction Service”

In order to facilitate the smooth implementation of reform plan of real estate registration in Shanghai (version 
3.0), the Shanghai Municipal Tax Service, together with other governmental agencies, released the Notice 
on Introducing Online Real Estate Registration Service for Enterprises (Shanghai Natural Resources Regis-
tration [2019] No. 39). From February 1, 2020 onwards, the online service for the registration of real estate 
transfer between enterprises was rolled out to simplify the procedures and improve the efficiency.

Remarkable achievement

Achievements

1

2

3

Based on the data sharing platform of Shanghai 
Big Data Center, Shanghai Municipal Tax Ser-
vice achieved inter-departmental data exchange 
among relevant agencies for real estate registra-
tion, allowing taxpayers to process businesses 

online without submitting materials such as their 
licenses and certificates of tax payment. 

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service, upon receiving 
the pre-application of online real estate registra-
tion, would complete the review no later than the 

second business day and promptly inform tax-
payers of the online pre-review result and amount 

of taxes due.

Shortening time

Taxpayers could submit basic information and 
relevant materials for pre-application in the online 
real estate registration halls and receive ownership 
certificate on the spot after pre-review, fee and tax 

payment, and material matching.

Simplifying  
processes

Downsizing  
materials

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service actively pro-
moted the application of electronic ownership 
certificates. Enterprises and individuals could 
apply for both paper certificates and e-certifi-

cates, saving their costs.

Promoting elec-
tronic certificates 

and licenses
4
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3. Expanding the “Bank and Tax Interaction” mechanism innovatively

(1) Forging the innovatory “Bank and Tax Interaction” project featuring data connection at provin-
cial level

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service, in cooperation with the Shanghai Office of China Banking and Insur-
ance Regulatory Commission and the Shanghai Municipal Finance Bureau, built the innovative “Bank 
and Tax Interaction” project featuring data connection at provincial level with zero cost, zero distance and 
zero risk, and blazed the trail in the country in terms of data connection between banks and tax authorities 
to channel financial resources into small and micro enterprises, which in turn gave rise to the efficient on-
line loan service model of banks for those enterprises.

(2) Optimizing services for small and micro enterprises

In 2020, the Shanghai Municipal Tax Service made full use of the joint meeting system of the “Bank and 
Tax Interaction” and gave it full play to help small and micro enterprises resume production.

Up to the end of 2020, 

61 
financial institutions had settled on the 

Shanghai Platform of Bank and Tax 
Interaction 

The scope of data shared on the 
platform had been expanded to 

192 items

47 
innovative credit products had been 

launched

Saving about 

200 million yuan 
of interest costs and expense of 

mortgage and collateral for small and 
micro enterprises

In 2020, 36.87 billion yuan 
of various loans for assorted products were issued under the Bank and Tax Interaction Project in Shanghai

The achievement of innovatory “Bank and Tax Interaction” project for 2020

Taxpayer satisfaction with the 2018-2020 “Bank and Tax Interaction” Project

97% 90% 95%

2020 2019 2018

Case: Influencer marketing of Shanghai Bank and Tax Interaction to inject 
vitality into enterprises

From August 18 to August 21, 2020, the Shanghai Mu-
nicipal Tax Service held the “818 Bank and Tax Inter-
action Presentation Week” and organized 4 live-stream-
ing shows featuring the mechanism, platform, and 
products of the “Bank and Tax Interaction” project to 
further relieve small and micro enterprises of difficul-
ties and promote the upgrade of financing services pro-
vided by the project for micro, small and medium-sized 
enterprises. On August 18, a total of 103,000 taxpayers 
watched the live broadcast of Shanghai Municipal Tax 
Service, and more than 1,000 people left 1,536 interactive messages. Besides, on that day, banks accelerated loan 
review, and the credit products launched in the live broadcast were approved in as short as 3 minutes.

 

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service lost no time to compile the list of epidemic-crippled 
small and micro enterprises and pushed pertinent information to financial institutions in the 
banking industry through the Shanghai Office of China Banking and Insurance Regulatory 
Commission, so that those institutions could offer targeted services to the said enterprises.

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service, in cooperation with the Shanghai Office of China 
Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission, provided contact-free services via 
platforms like the “Shanghai Information Service Platform of Bank and Tax Interac-
tion” and “Hundreds of Bank Outlets Serving Tens of Thousands of Enterprises” to 
small and micro enterprises for the recommencement of production.

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service, availing of tax-related big data, helped financial in-
stitutions to conduct data profiling of enterprises, innovatively launch credit products 
befitting small and micro enterprises, and deliver them from funding difficulties.

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service expanded the scope of “Bank and Tax Interaction” 
Project to encompass taxpayers with credit rating of M and explored measures to in-
corporate self-employed individuals.

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service worked incessantly to upgrade platform functions 
and enhance efficiency of the “Bank and Tax Interaction” Project to benefit enterprises 
by delving into the taxation services that enterprises needed to resume production and 
strengthening follow-up services to beneficiary enterprises.

Offering targeted 
assistance

Expanding inter-
action channels

Innovating credit 
products

Covering more 
enterprises

Improving service 
quality and  
efficiency
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Improving social supervision and evaluation system constantly

1. Introducing ingenious brand program of tax doing-business environment assessors

Centering on “taxpayers’ deep participation and active contribution, tax officials’ open-mindedness and 
corresponding improvement”, the Shanghai Municipal Tax Service launched its brand program of asses-
sors, and recruited 60 members from the entire society to form the first team of assessors.

In 2020, Shanghai Municipal Tax 
Service completed 8 online evalu-
ation activities and 2 offline expe-
rience activities focusing on pro-
fessional distribution of invoices, 
implementation of tax incentives in 
response to the epidemic, settlement 
and payment of corporate income 
tax and personal income tax, com-
prehensive declaration of taxes and 
fees, and collected 155 opinions and 
suggestions, with a 100% response rate to the suggestions proposed by the assessors.

 

2. Taking the lead in releasing the Taxpayer Service Commitment 2020

On the morning of April 1, 2020, the Shanghai Municipal Tax Service released the Tax Service Commitment 
at the launching ceremony of the 29th Tax Awareness Month, disclosing the target, mission, and concept of 
service, and making commitments in four aspects, namely improving tax processing efficiency, optimizing 
tax experience, innovating outreach programs and protecting the legitimate rights and interests of taxpayers. 
Shanghai Municipal Tax Service and all the tax officials were ready to receive supervision by taxpayers from 
all walks of life.

 

3. Aiming to improve taxpayer satisfaction

The Shanghai Municipal Tax Service worked unflaggingly to improve taxpayer service, adopted conve-
nient measures to tackle the thorny, obstinate, and recalcitrant problems in taxpayer service, and launched 
the “Spring Breeze Campaign for More Convenient Taxpayer Service” to see that reforms were put in 
place and that tax/fee payers gained more sense of satisfaction and fulfillment.

Shanghai Municipal Tax Service devoted 
itself to continuously expanding the scope of 
matters handled online.

It was dedicated to providing “contact-free” 
services and improve taxpayer satisfaction in 
tax processing.

It was committed to enhancing intelligent in-
struction and counseling, and providing me-
ticulous and personalized outreach programs.

It promised to further ameliorate the feed-
back channels for opinions and suggestions 
and speed up to address complaints.

In terms of improving tax  
processing efficiency

In respect of innovative  
outreach

In optimizing tax experience As for protecting the legitimate 
rights and interests of taxpayers

86.7
the Shanghai Municipal  

Tax Service scored
in the country for three  

years in a row

According to the 
2020 national  

survey of taxpayer 
satisfaction

Among the 
top 10
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Summary and Outlook

The year 2020 was extraordinary. Facing the increasingly complex and severe situation wrecked by 
the pandemic, the Shanghai Municipal Tax Service, acting on the arrangements and requirements of 
the CPC Central Committee, the State Council, the State Taxation Administration, the CPC Shanghai 
Committee, and the Shanghai Municipal People’s Government, and focusing on ensuring stability on 
six key fronts and maintaining security in six key areas, enforced tax and fee cuts, mobilized tax rev-
enue, optimized tax doing-business environment, and enhanced the effectiveness of tax governance 
in a coordinated and comprehensive manner. Those efforts made positive contribution to promoting 
the sustained stable and sound development of Shanghai’s economy and society, and boosted the sus-
tainable enhancement of the city’s capacity and core competitiveness.

During the period of reform and development set out in the “13th Five-Year Plan”, the Shanghai tax 
authority had taken strides towards realizing tax modernization in the new era, given full rein to the 
fundamental, pillar and guarantee roles of taxation, and contributed wisdom and strength from the per-
spective of taxation to the great éclat of Shanghai’s development in the 13th Five-Year Plan period.

The year 2021 represents the starting year of the 14th Five-Year Plan period and the converging 
point of the timeframes of the two centenary goals. The Shanghai Municipal Tax Service will con-
tinue to adhere to the guidance of Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics 
for a New Era, learn and apply the guiding principles of the 19th National Congress of the CPC and 
the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th Plenary Sessions of the 19th National Congress of the CPC, as well as 
keynote speeches of General Secretary Xi Jinping delivered at the opening ceremony of the 3rd Chi-
na International Import Expo and the Celebration of the 30th Anniversary of the Development and 
Opening-up of Pudong. Shanghai Municipal Tax Service will stick to the people-centered approach, 
follow the new concept of development, and start with systemic reform and innovation to better exert 
the functions of taxation and secure the achievements of tax and fee cuts. It will take the initiative 
to dovetail with the national development strategy, continue to offer scrupulous services, strive to 
enhance targeted tax law enforcement, conduct scientific tax supervision, and advance tax co-gov-
ernance, so as to create an international first-class tax doing-business environment facilitating trade 
and investment with efficient tax processing, standardized taxpayer services, and solid legal system. 
In this way, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service will contribute to the efforts of Shanghai in building it 
into one of the core links of the domestic circulation and one of the strategic players promoting the 
positive interplay of domestic and international circulation during the course of high-quality devel-
opment. Shanghai Municipal Tax Service will redouble its efforts in supporting Shanghai and giving 
considerable boost to its global standing as a city of prominence and a socialist modern cosmopolis, 
and celebrate the centenary of the Communist Party of China with outstanding achievements.
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Additional words

In 2021, the Shanghai Municipal Tax Service released the White Pa-
per on Tax Doing-Business Environment in Shanghai for the third 
consecutive year, aiming to comprehensively tease out and update the 
initiatives to optimize the tax doing-business environment in Shang-
hai, so that taxpayers could better grasp the taxpayer service actions 
close at their hands. It also intends to fathom the effectiveness of the 
taxpayer service measures in the previous year by obtaining feedback 
from taxpayers and to make further improvement accordingly in the 
coming years. 

While preparing the White Paper on Tax Doing-Business Environ-
ment in Shanghai, Shanghai Municipal Tax Service received strong 
support from third-party organizations and corporate taxpayers. We 
would like to express our gratitude to the relevant organizations, de-
partments, and enterprises for their efforts and contributions in data 
provision, data collection and program research, and we welcome 
valuable comments and suggestions from readers.



Shanghai Municipal Tax Service, 
State Taxation Administration


